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Shoes - Don’t skimp on these, this is where your body meets the road. 3 pairs recommended. Cost: $110+/pair.
Give yourself every advantage and protection during the training period. Shoes last 300-500 miles. You’ll be running 120/month 
minimum for nearly 5 months. Make sure you’re properly fitted. We offer video gait analysis at all of our stores all day long. 
Come dressed comfortably. We’ll take a short video of you running, play it back frame-by-frame then, offer you a variety of 
shoes that will suit your needs. 
Running Socks - Planning to run for 10, 14, 16, 18...26 miles? Your socks matter A LOT! Cost: $12+/pair
There’s no substitute for a good running sock. Brands to consider are Balega, Feetures, Stance, & Neon Bandits.
Nutrition - Try ‘em all! Maurten, Gu, Honey Stinger, Clif Bar, SOS, Hot Shot. Cost: $1.00-$7.00.
Nutrition powers your running and prevents the “bonk”. Get in the habit of practicing with different types of fuel sources on your 
long runs so that you know what to expect and what will agree with you on race day. Gu, Honey Stinger and Clif Bar make 
energy gels and chews, SOS is your ultimate hydration drink mix - take it before, during or after your runs, and Hot Shot is a 
drink that prevents muscle cramping on runs. 
Foam Roller - A runner’s best friend! Cost: $27+, $119 for Roll Recovery R8.
These devices will prevent injury and keep you healthy during your training. It’s likely that you’ll run more miles training for the 
marathon than you usually do. Use a foam roller or the R8 (deluxe roller) pre and post run to massage your muscles, create 
blood flow, and speed up recovery. Brands we like are Pro-Tec, Trigger Point, and Roll Recovery.
Premium running gear - Why? Lightweight, wicking fabrics dry fast and feel more comfortable for more miles. Not all 
fabrics are the same. The weave, the treatments, and fits matter quite a bit. Come try some on or shop online!
Fuel Belt or Handheld Water Bottle - Cost: $19+
It’s important to consume water or SOS every few miles on your runs. That’s why having water by your side every step of the 
way is critically important! This is especially true in the summer heat!
Body Glide - Use it liberally - Cost: $5-$10 depending on size.
Apply Body Glide before your races and long runs to ensure a chafe-free running experience!
Running Watch - You’ll want one on those LONG runs. Cost: $40+ for a stopwatch, $200+ for a GPS watch.
A running watch will make you a stronger, smarter runner. Timing your runs and workouts will ensure that you’re running the 
proper distance and pace out there. A GPS watch can also track things like distance, pace, heart rate, stride cadence, and 
more. We like Garmin GPS watches specifically with various models and colors to choose from.
Reflective Gear & LIGHTS - Be seen, be safe!
Invest in a headlamp or handheld flashlight to light the way, as well as a good strobe light and reflective vest to be seen.  
Brands to look for in the shops are Petzel for headlamps, and Nathan for handheld flashlights and strobe lights.
Heartbreak Studio Class Packs - It’s always 65 and sunny in the studio! Cost: Visit heartbreakhillrunningcompa-
ny.com for class pack descriptions and pricing details. Heartbreak Studio offers you expert guidance, precise workouts, and a 
high energy environment every day of the week! Fortify your training, address strength imbalances, work on your form, and 
challenge yourself with the best coaches in the business. The treadmill is easier on the joints and you’re guided step by step 
through every workout. What you learn in the studio will power your best Boston!
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